Note regarding the English version of this guide
Although I am from the U.S. and my mother tongue is English, Swedish has been
my primary language in teaching and working life. Thus, this guide was originally
written in Swedish and published (2021) as Lillcittran som pedagogiskt verktyg –
praktisk handledning för lärare och gruppledare. Most of the songs included
and referred to are also in Swedish, and the idea of translating it to English seemed
to make little sense.
On the other hand, it seemed clear there is a real need for such a guide in English,
since none is available for any diatonic zither using songcards (sheet music) under
the strings, though such instruments have been in use for over a hundred years, and
various 15-string diatonic zithers are currently available. There have been a few attempts (The Netherlands, Colorado) to use such instruments in pedagogical ways,
but always from a very limited perspective, seeing the instruments merely as stepping stones on the way to learning to read and play “real” music in the form of traditional classical piano lessons. In my view that is both unenlightened and sad,
since this type of instrument has much more to offer.
I decided to translate my Swedish-language guide to English, adding some context
where needed, and counting on readers to see my experiences and suggestions as
examples of what can be done, and use your imagination to develop your own approach and repertoire. The impetus for going ahead at the present time and finishing
this guide was in part due to the interest and encouragement of Ari Poutiainen in
the education department at Helsinki University. Even if Ari’s students would have
more use for a Finnish-language guide, now they will at least have guides in both
Swedish and English to choose from.
Jonathan Lutz

PREFACE
First, I would like to thank all fellow music makers who have shown me the zitheroo’s possibilities and helped me understand that this unassuming instrument can open new exciting worlds!
I have to admit that I usually do not like "methodologies". For the most part it seems that "idea
breeds methodology – methodology kills idea". In presenting this guide, I hope that you as a
user view it more as a possible source of ideas, one person's experiences, a kind of zitheroocookbook of recipes among which you can choose what speaks and means something to you.
And, in the same spirit, I hope that you are not “overly pedagogical" toward your students but
leave room, a sense of space, so that students feel that they are out on an adventure and not just
following a marked path.
The guide is written with primary school teachers in mind, but includes suggestions suitable for
preschool as well as music playschools and music schools. Zitheroos are also used by special
education teachers and in health care, and much could be written about their use in pre/postnatal care and family centers, delivery and pediatric wards in hospitals, mental health and music
therapy, stroke rehabilitation, dementia care, and with people with functional variations or impaired vision or hearing.
As far as I know, no similar guide exists – the zitheroo has lived a rather secluded life and
rarely interested music educators. Apart from my own, I have not found research on the
zitheroo or similar instruments in music education, music therapy etc., and my presentations at
music education conferences have aroused little interest – which continues to amaze me since
this type of small diatonic instrument with sheet music under the strings has unique properties
("affordances") and great potential.
Although I started using zitheroos in 1998 and wrote most of this guide in 2009, it is only now
in 2021 that it was completed. The guide is actually part two of a larger whole. Part one addresses not only the history of the instrument (this type of instrument was very common even
in the Nordic countries in the early 20th century), but also background issues and scientific research that can be seen as contributing to a foundational view of zitheroos’ potential role and
place in music education and related areas. Here below, I give a brief presentation of my own
research focus.
However! Before you read any further, I would like to contend that you will be successful in
your work with the zitheroo if you do two things: 1) hone your skills so that you can quickly
and effectively tune the instruments, and 2) learn to use and explain to others how to use the
“transposer”. (I often wish I could be a kind of Santa Claus who, each and every night, goes
around to every zitheroo, tunes it and places a new exciting song under the strings ...)
In encountering a musical instrument, why do we play - or not play?
From 2007–2009 I worked full-time on research toward a doctoral dissertation in musicology at
Åbo Akademi University. My main interest was in the dynamic between people and instruments: What is it that determines whether or not we take up an instrument? Here I am not
thinking so much about access to instruments and possible encouragement (or coercion) from
parents, etc., but about the actual experience of encountering an instrument - what happens,
what dynamics are at work? My research focused and collected materials on encounters with
the zitheroo.

I first took a deep dive into studies of agency and related areas such as empowerment, selfesteem, self-concept, and narrative psychology. Since our music culture emphasizes
performance and a division into performers and audience, one soon arrives at issues related to
the body and the political, in part thanks to gender studies (such as I.M. Young’s "Throwing
like a girl") but also to embodiment (Lakoff et al.) and “the lived body” (Merleau-Ponty) in
general, self-handicapping (getting in our own way) and disability studies. The connection to
pedagogy and education is obvious and led on to music-pedagogical analyses such as D.J.
Elliott's praxial music education, and also the Nordic countries' own Bertil Sundin and JonRoar Bjørkvold (whose depiction of the schism between children's culture and school culture is
jolting). There would seem to be good reason to start a "pedagogy of the musically oppressed"
à la Paulo Freire. Music therapy is also partly based on the same foundations and has much to
offer when it does not get caught up in quantitative studies and the pathogenic but instead
adopts a resource-oriented approach.
Here are big and exciting questions and thoughts – ones that really should be coupled to our
daily pedagogical reality. My experience of academic conferences, however, is that those who
address major philosophical issues tend to stay in the clouds, while others research – and seem
to care most about – areas conveniently confined to small gardens outside their own doors. And
it is clear that changing directions is as difficult for national school systems as for large tankers.
There is thus a built-in resistance, and courage and stubbornness are demanded if one is to follow a different path.
Flow and Sense of coherence
For my part, I decided on two in my view complementary ways of analyzing the dynamic between individual and musical instrument: Antonovsky's Sense of Coherence (SOC) and
Csikszentmihalyi’s flow. Both concepts were developed about 30 years ago and became widespread as "resource-oriented approaches" in health (Antonovsky) and psychology
(Csikszentmihalyi). Both focus on “the dynamics of engagement”: flow looks at the individual's
level of engagement in the present, i.e. in the moment, while SOC looks at level of engagement
over time. In "Flow and sense of coherence: two aspects of the same dynamic?" (Global Health
Promotion, 2009) I suggested that these concepts are actually different aspects (x and y coordinates) of the same dynamic. Japanese researchers (Iida & Oguma, Holistic Nursing Practice
2013, 2014) have continued work on my hypothesis.
Antonovsky's SOC (part of the theory of salutogenesis) assumes that health is linked to one's
sense of coherence, and sense of coherence in turn is dependent on one's experience of
1) comprehensibility, 2) manageability, and 3) meaningfulness. It is easy to transfer these concepts to the world of the piano teacher: if a piano student is expected, but unable, to understand
sheet music notation (comprehensibility), the student may quit even though dexterity (manageability) is not an issue and learning to play the piano is of great interest (meaningfulness). In
the same way, a student may lose interest and stop playing if her or his fingers do not obey,
even if there is interest and reading music is not a problem. And, even under the best conditions, those who lack interest will eventually stop (or never start).
I believe that "Musical Sense of Coherence" (MSOC) could prove to be a useful research concept in music, especially music education. For many, the encounter with zitheroos has led to
transformative experiences and increased musical self-esteem, i.e. to MSOC: they understand
how the zitheroo works, are able to play familiar melodies, and gain a sense of satisfaction.
Jonathan Lutz

THE ZITHEROO IN MUSIC EDUCATION:
A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR TEACHERS AND GROUP LEADERS

PREFACE
1 THE ZITHEROO – PRACTICAL MATTERS
1.1 Zitheroo storage, labeling etc.
1.1.1 Storage in baskets and on shelves
1.1.2 Labeling instruments and music
1.1.3 Attach a pick to each instrument
1.1.4 Make new exciting picks of your own
1.1.5 Storing songcards under the strings
1.1.6 Storage of songcards in plastic pockets and boxes
1.1.7 Zitheroos as an extra activity – alone or with a group
1.1.8 Zitheroo home loans
1.2 Tuning the zitheroo
1.2.1 Tuning proficiency is crucial – develop your skills from the start
1.2.2 You can get students involved - and even the deaf can learn to tune
1.2.3 Temperature, humidity and seasonal changes
1.2.4 Tuning tools, aids and apps
1.2.5 Tiny movements – work on your fine motor skills!
1.2.6 How to tune
1.2.7 The choice of the C major (A minor) scale
1.2.8 Tune to a different key by adjusting one or two notes
1.3 Other practical matters
1.3.1 Safeguarding children’s self-esteem
1.3.2 About group size
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1.3.3 When there are not enough instruments for everyone
1.3.4 How long should playing sessions be?
1.3.5 Where should they play – on tables, the floor, standing?
1.3.6 A few words about picks
1.3.6.1 Do you need picks?
1.3.6.2 How to get a good sound
1.3.6.3 In which direction should you play with the pick?
1.3.7 About accompaniment
1.3.8 ”One, two, rea – dy” – Getting a good start
1.3.8.1 4/4, 3/4, and upbeats
1.3.8.2 ”Variety is the spice of…”
1.3.8.3 Play an introduction instead of counting off
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2 PREPARE WITH RHYTHMIC GAMES – FIND THE PULSE
2.1 Get the body involved – large movements
2.1.1 Make it up
2.1.2 Circle games
2.1.3 Folk dance
2.1.4 Games
2.2 Warm up voices and hands – smaller movements
2.2.1 Movement patterns and singing
2.2.2 Rap and voices
2.3 Use games to increase rhythmic awareness
2.3.1 Clap the rhythm of the song (not just the beats)
2.3.2 Rhythmic brainteasers
2.3.3 The ”Keep the beat” game
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3 WHEN IT’S TIME TO PLAY
3.1 Set the stage – Enter into the world of the song
3.2 Hand out the songcards first – without instruments
3.3 Take out an instrument and show how it works
3.4 Go ahead and play! Hand out the instruments (songcards and picks in place)
3.5 Why are some notes bigger, and some red?
3.6 ”Big stars go up”
3.7 Rules and tips
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4 LET’S PLAY!
4.1 Some songs and strategies
4.1.1 ”Shall we try to play so it sounds like only one person is playing?”
4.1.2 Starting off: On We Go (Lunka på)
4.1.3 Little Glow-worm (Liten lysmask) – a little song that can become a story
4.1.4 Pianissimo: Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star
4.1.5 Adagio: Little Snail (Lilla snigel)
4.1.6 Repeat signs: Baa Baa Black Sheep (Bä, bä vita lamm)
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4.1.7 Many verses means many opportunities: Little Cat (Lille katt)
4.1.8 Rhythmic patterns: Wishing Song (Önskevisa)
4.1.9 Touching on sorrow: The Lizard With One Toe (Ödlan)
4.1.10 Increase listening by assigning phrases: Här kommer Pippi långstrump
4.1.11 Questions and answers: Var bor du lilla råtta?
4.1.12 Waltzes, tied notes, and cultural heritage: En sjöman älskar havets våg
4.1.13 A sudden series of eighth notes: Wind in the Sails (Vinden drar)
4.1.14 Sing the colors when playing complex or unfamiliar songs: Finlandia
4.1.15 Always in demand: Happy Birthday
4.1.16 Heavy: Black Flame
4.1.16.1 Some introductory words on the subject of heavy…
4.1.16.2 The story of Black Flame
4.1.16.3 But now it’s time: Rap, clap, play – Black Flame
4.2 Christmas songs
4.2.1 Christmas carols in today’s world
4.2.2 Simple and beloved: Nu tändas tusen juleljus (Nyt syttyy valot tuhannet)
4.2.3 Hats on: Goder afton (Hyvää iltaa)
4.2.4 A majestic hymn: Härlig är jorden (Maa on niin kaunis)
4.2.5 A rhythmic challenge: Tomtarnas julnatt (Tonttujen jouluyö)
4.2.6 A fitting end to a program: Silent Night (and the backwards patchwork quilt)
4.3 Why not popular music too?
4.3.1 No problem: Love Me Tender
4.3.2 Easy to follow: I Am Sailing
4.3.3 Simple and melodic (with a ”but”): Ta mej till havet
4.3.4 A little tough and rhythmic: Vandraren
4.3.5 Everyone seems to want ABBA: an attempt at Mamma Mia
4.3.6 Some other examples – Photograph (Ed Sheeran) och Last Christmas
4.4 Rounds and harmony parts
4.4.1 Rounds as steps toward harmony parts – listening and awareness
4.4.2 A first round: Come and Let Us Now Be Happy (Kom och låt oss glada…)
4.4.3 Are You Sleeping, Brother John? – Language and a rhythmic challenge
4.4.4 Partner songs: Lunka på, Lilla snigel, Spanien (3 Swedish examples)
4.4.5 Create harmony the ”folk music way” – pull the songcard out 2 steps!
4.4.6 Ending the school year in 4-part harmony: Den blomstertid nu kommer
(Suvivirsi / Summer Song)
4.4.7 Zitheroos and choir: Kling, klang, klockan slår
5 MOTIVATION TIPS – KEEP IT FUN AND INTERESTING!
5.1 Motivation tip 1: Simple and effective – record!
5.1.1 What to record with? Your phone
5.1.2 Let everyone have a turn – if it doesn’t take too long and get boring
5.2 Motivation tip 2: Share the joy – play for others (7 suggestions)
5.3 Motivation tip 3: Expand the repertoire with the TRANSPOSER
5.3.1 About the Transposer
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5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7

How to use the Transposer – in 200 words
How to use the Transposer – detailed and illustrated version
Using the Transposer with Finlandia as an example
Some things to keep in mind
Using the Transposer in the classroom
My Heart Will Go On = ||: 4 44434 434 56 5, 4 44434 41 :||
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6 WORKING WITH EAR TRAINING AND MUSICAL UNDERSTANDING
6.1 Ear training games with the zitheroo
6.1.1 Play and sing!
6.1.2 Melody guessing games
6.1.3 The Up-and-down game
6.1.4 Melodic Hide-and-seek
6.1.5 Melodic ”Follow the Leader”
6.1.6 The silent melody
6.2 ”Play it wrong” games
6.2.1 Experiment with major and minor in Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star
6.2.2 Use ”play it wrong” techniques to create and play harmony parts
6.3 Play by ear using the NOTE-KEY
6.3.1 A first task – play by ear a song you have played using a songcard
6.3.2 More of a challenge – play new but familiar songs by ear
6.4 Ear training activities with songcards
6.4.1 Write out a song by ear
6.4.2 Rhythmic ear training: distinguish between long and short note values
6.5 Activities with intervals
6.5.1 Looking for and listening to intervals
6.5.2 A written task: name the intervals
6.5.3 Interval guessing game
6.6 Steps toward accompaniment: the CHORD-KEY
6.6.1 A first – overly complicated – attempt at a chord-key
6.6.2 The Chord-key today – easy to use!
6.6.3 Getting started – accompanying using one chord
6.6.4 Accompanying songs with two chords: On We Go (Lunka på)
6.6.5 Accompany songs with three or more chords: Idas sommarvisa
6.6.6 A Chord-key in G major is also available
6.7 Play KANTELE on the zitheroo!
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7 ”I CREATE MUSIC, THEREFORE I AM” – WHY CREATING ONE’S OWN
COMPOSITIONS IS SO IMPORTANT AND HOW THE ZITHEROO CAN
PLAY A CENTRAL ROLE
7.1 The ”musical aphasia” pandemic
7.1.1 About ”musical aphasia” and our need to create music
7.1.2 A boy who did not have musical aphasia
7.1.3 Creating one’s own music should be a commonplace activity in music class
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7.2 The zitheroo and composing
7.2.1 Bamberger’s bells and the zitheroo
7.2.2 Children’s compositions – a few songs
7.2.3 The making of a song, example 1: It Is Spring (Det är vår! Kevät on!)
7.2.4 The making of a song, example 2: Julen kommer snart
8 CREATE SONGS WITH CHILDREN – ADVICE AND IDEAS
8.1 Your leadership is needed!
8.1.1 General advice
8.1.2 Questions to consider in the following activities
8.2 First steps: tasks within clearly defined limits (no lyrics)
8.2.1 Send ”Morse code” (1 notes) on the zitheroo
8.2.2 Send the same message again but using two notes
8.2.3 Compose a ”real” song with three notes
8.2.4 Try variations with three and five notes
8.3 Make up a song – with words – together!
8.3.1 First we take some words
8.3.2 Add a melody
8.4 Children make up their own songs
8.4.1 ”Jumpstarts”: get going with ready-made lyrics and the melody’s first notes
8.4.2 Songs from a given text
8.4.3 Create both words and melodies in pairs
8.4.4 Extra activities
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9 RESOURCES
9.1 Songs available from Treehouse Music, by packet
9.2 Songs available from Treehouse Music, A-Ö
9.3 Other songs
9.4 Songs in the Da capo books (used by Swedish schools in Finland)
which can be played on the zitheroo
9.4.1 Da capo grades 0-2
9.4.2 Da capo grades 3-4
9.4.3 Da capo grade 5
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